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THE ABUSEOF PROBABILITY
IN POLITICALANALYSIS:
THE ROBINSON CRUSOEFALLACY
GEORGE TSEBELIS
Universityof California
Los Angeles
1 he decision to stay at home when you have no umbrellaand
rain is probableis an appropriateproblemfor decision theory. The decision to speed
when you are in a hurryand the police might be patrollingis a game againsta rational
opponent. Treatingthe latterlike a problemfor decisiontheory is what I call the Robinson Crusoefallacy. It is quite common and leads to incorrectconclusions.If the game
has no pure strategy equilibrium,changes in the payoffs to a player affect not that
player'sstrategybut the strategyof the opponentin equilibrium.For example,modifying the size of the penaltydoes not affect the frequencyof crimecommitmentat equilibrium, but ratherthe frequencyof law enforcement.I provide examplesof thisfallacy in
regulation,internationaleconomicsanctions, and organizationtheoryand arguethat it
stems from inappropriateuse of the concept of probability.

fallacy can lead to importantmistakes. I
will show that the expectedutilitycalculations typicallyused in decisiontheory are
inappropriatewhen probabilitiesare not
exogenous but are part of the (equilibrium) strategy of a rational opponent.
Mistakingthe equilibriummixed strategy
of the opponentfor a probabilitydistribuRbinson Crusoe tion is not an innocuoussimplification.It
was strandedon a desert island. He be- leads to such importantmistakes as the
haved as if he were the only personon the belief that modificationof the payoffs of
islanduntil one day he discovereda foot- one player will lead to modification of
print on the sand. From that moment he that player'sbehavior. In reality, it leads
realized that he was not playing against to the modification of the (equilibrium)
nature any more. He was facing rational strategy of the opponent. I will provide
opponents, so he started fortifying his examplesof the RobinsonCrusoefallacy
house to resist attacks. Clausewitz'state- from the literatureconcerningcrime, regment indicates that mistakinga rational ulation, executive-legislative relations,
opponent for natureis an "inappropriate international economic sanctions, and
organizationtheory.
activity." I will call it a fallacy-the
I first present two problems to which'
RobinsonCrusoefallacy.
My purposeis to generalizeClausewitz' decision theory is traditionally applied:
statementfor gamesthat are not zero sum the decision to stay home or go out
and to show that the Robinson Crusoe when rain is probable and the decision
War is not an exerciseof the will directedat
inanimatematter.... In war, the will is directed
at an animate object that reacts. It must be
obvious that the intellectualcodificationused in
the arts and sciencesis inappropriateto such an
activity.
Clausewitz,On War
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four possibleoutcomes.It is reasonableto
to violate or not violate trafficlaws in the
assumethat you preferto go out if it does
probablepresenceof the police. The former scenario correctly belongs to the not rain. It is also reasonableto assume
that you probably prefer to stay in if it
domain of decision theory, while the latter is an exampleof the RobinsonCrusoe rains. Formally,these assumptionscan be
fallacy and should be studied in a game- stated, b > d (Al) and c > a (A2). In
theoreticframework.Then I analyze the addition, it is very likely that there is a
traffic violation example as a game- preferencefor rain if you stay in, justifytheoreticproblem,demonstratingthat the ing your choice (c > d). This assumption,
conclusions of decision theory are in- however, is not necessary for what
appropriate,and those of game theoryare follows.
In additionto assumptionsAl and A2,
counterintuitive.Finally I present examples of the Robinson Crusoe fallacy and you need the probabilityof rain in order
put forward the argumentthat the con- to make up your mind. Supposethat the
cept of probability very often repre- weather report this morning gave you a
sents mixedstrategies,with the resultthat reliableestimatep of this probability.Elethe use of decisiontheoryis inappropriate mentary decision theory dictates how to
make your choice: you compare the exand may lead to wrong conclusions.
pected utilities (EU) from each act and
choose the act with the higher expected
Rain and Crime:
utility. In formal terms, you should go
Decision Theory and the
out if

Robinson Crusoe Fallacy

EUout- EUin= [axp + bx(l-p)]

Considerthe followingproblem:rainis
probableand you have no umbrella.How
will you proceedin makingthe decisionto
stay at home or not?
Accordingto Savage's(1954)terminology, there are two possible states of the
world: rain and no rain. There are also
two possibleacts: to stay at home or to go
out. Therefore, there are four possible
outcomes:(a) you go out and get wet, (b)
you go out and stay dry, (c) you stay
home while it rains, and (d) you stay
home while it does not rain.
Table 1 representsthe utilities of these
Table 1. Payoffs in the
Rain Decision Problem
Decision
Go out
Stay in

Rain
a
c

No rain
b
d

Note: There are two states of the world (rain, not
rain) and two acts (go out, stay in). Payoffs:c > a
and b > d.
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-

[cXp + dX(1-p)]

> 0.

In the opposite case, you should stay in.
In a series of similar situations, the
probabilitythat you will go out increases
when the probability of rain decreases.
Moreover, the probability that you will
go out varies with your utilities: it increaseswith a and b, and decreaseswith c
and d. Therefore,if you do not mind getting wet (a is high, sincea is negative),the
probabilitythat you will go out increases.
Similarly,if you intenselydislike staying
in while it does not rain (low d, since d is
negative),the probabilitythat you will go
out increases.
Consideranothersimilarsituation:you
are driving your car and you are in a
hurry. However, you do not know
whetheryou should take the risk and exceed the speed limit. Thereare two states
of the world: eitherthe police are nearby
or they are not. There are two acts to
choose from: either to violate the speed
limit or to abide by the law. Again, there
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Table 2. Payoffs in the
CrimeDecision Problem
Decision

Police

No police

Speed
Not speed

a1
cl

b
di

Note: Thereare two states of the world (police, no
police) and two acts (speed, not speed). Payoffs:
c1 > a, and bi > di.

are four possible outcomes: (a) you can
get a ticket for speeding, (b) you can get
to work on time without any incident,(c)
you can arrivelate and avoid a ticket, and
finally (d) you can arrive late through
therewere no policemenon the streets.
Table 2 representsthe utilities of these
four possibleoutcomes.It is reasonableto
assume that you prefer to speed if there
are no police around.It is also reasonable
to assumethat you prefernot to speed if
the police are out in force. Formally,these
assumptionscan be stated, b1 > d1 (Al')
and c1 > a1 (A2'). Again, even though it
is very likely that there is a preference
regarding the state of the world when
speeding or observing the law, such
assumptionsare not necessary.
Aside from assumptionsAl' and A2',
the probabilitythat the police are lurking
nearby is necessaryto know in order to
arriveat a decision. Supposean estimate
p of this probability is obtained from
experience. Elementary decision theory
dictates how the choice is made. The
expected utilities from each act are comparedand the act with the higherexpected
utility is chosen. In formal terms, you
should speed if
EUspeed- EUOt=
-

[a1Xp + b1X(I

[clXp + djx(1

-

-

p)]

p)] > 0.

In the opposite case, you should observe
the speed limit.
In a series of similar situations, the
probabilityof violating the law increases
79

when the probabilityof lurkingpolicemen
decreases. Moreover, the probability of
speedingvaries with your utilities: it increaseswith a1 and d1and decreaseswith
b1 and c1. In particular,the size of the
penalty for speeding will influence the
decisionto speed. A higherfine for speeding will decreasethe frequencyof violating the law.
The use of decisiontheoryin describing
a problemthat "obviously"belongsto the
domain of game theory, since natureand
the police (a rationalagent) are quite different in their behavior,is inappropriate.
In other words, I have committed the
RobinsonCrusoefallacy. However,this is
a crude and oversimplified-yet faithful
-account of the logic of what is knownin
the literatureas the economicapproachto
crime, or deterrencetheory. For authoritative accounts of these theories, refer to
Becker 1968, Stigler 1970, Ehrlich1973,
and Ehrlichand Brower 1987, in which
the conclusionsof my simplifiedexample
-in particularthe deterrenteffect of the
size of the penalty on crime-are stated
and proven.
Why is a decision-theoreticapproach
appropriatefor the problem of rain and
inappropriatefor the problem of crime?
The obvious reason is that nature can
reasonably be approximatedby a probability distribution, while a rational
player cannot. This answer pushes the
problem a bit further: can we approximate a rationalplayer'sexpectedactions
by a probabilitydistribution?
Axiom P2 of Savage's account of expectedutility theory providesthe answer.
This axiom expressesformally "the sure
thing principle,"'and assumesthat states
of the world are independentof the acts
chosen by the decisionmaker.
Take Newcomb's paradox (Eells 1982)
as an exampleto demonstratethe meaning of independence between acts and
states of the world. Supposethereare two
boxes, one open and one closed. Thereis
a thousanddollarsin the open box, while
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the closed box contains either a million
dollars or nothing. You are presented
with the option of either taking the contents of both boxes, or only taking the
contentsof the closed box. Thereare two
states of the world (the closed box has
either a million dollars or is empty) and
two acts from which to choose (either
take both boxes or only the closed one).
There is a dominant strategy in this
problem: take both boxes, because in
every possible situationthis choice offers
a thousanddollarsmore. Formally,if we
assignprobabilityp to the situationwhere
the closed box containsa million dollars,
for any value of p in the [0,1] interval
EUboth- EUclosed= p X 1000
= 1000.
+ (1 - p)X1000

Now consider Newcomb's complication: assume you are informed that a
demon decidesthe contents of the closed
box; if it expectsyou to pick up only the
closed box it puts a million dollarsinside.
If it expectsyou to be greedyand pick up
both boxes, it places nothing in the box.
Informed that the experimenthas been
performeda million timesand that people
always left eitherwith a milliondollarsor
with a thousand dollars, what will you
do?
One possible line of reasoning is that
whatever the contents of the closed box,
those contentsalreadyhave been decided
by the demon and thereforeyour decision
will have no effect. Consequently, you
are better off if you choose both boxes.
This reasoning applies the "sure thing
principle"(Savage'saxiom P2), a principle that chooses to ignore information
that may be relevant.The secondpossible
line of reasoningis that it is almostcertain
(becauseof the regularityof the resultsof
past experiments) that the demon is
always right in its anticipation:you will
finish with a thousand dollars if you
choose the dominant strategy and a
milliondollarsif the dominatedstrategyis
80

chosen. This reasoningignores the "sure
thing principle"because it assumes that
states of the world aie dependenton the
acts chosen.
Put the insightsgeneratedby this (unrealistic) thought experiment in more
plausiblesettingsand considerthe following questions:
1. Does the probabilityof rain change if
people go out or stay in?
2. Does the probabilityof police enforcement changeif people abideby the law
or violate it?
The answer to the first question is no,
while the secondis yes. Indeed,the police
will enforce the law if it is violated, preferringto relax if thereis no reason to be
present.2In other words, the conditional
probabilitythat the police will enforcethe
law-given that it is violated-is different
from the unconditionalprobabilityof law
enforcement.Thus, we cannotreplacethe
action of the police by a probabilitydistribution independentof the acts chosen
by the people. Robinson Crusoe is not
alone, doing the best he can against
nature.We have to introduceFridayinto
the picture. In other words, not only do
the police have to be modeled explicitly,
but the probabilitiesof their actionshave
to be derived in the same manneras the
probabilitiesof the public: through rational calculations.

A Game-Theoretic Analysis
of Crime
Table 3 presents the payoffs of the
police consideredas a rationalplayer. In
orderto find the rankingof thesepayoffs,
I will proceedby way of assumption,as I
did for the public. Assumethat the police
prefer to enforce the law when it is violated and that due to enforcementcosts,
the police prefernot to enforcethe law if
it is not violated. Formally,theseassump-
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tions can be stated, a2 > b2 (A3') and
d2 > c2 (A4').
If the police enforcethe law, the public
will stop violating it (A2'), if the public
stops violating the law, the police will
stop enforcingit (A3'), if the police stop
enforcingthe law, the publicwill violate it
(Al'), if the public violates the law the
police will enforce it (A4'), if the police
enforce the law, then the public will stop
violating it (A2'), and so on. In other
words, the conditional probability that
the police will enforce the law (given its
violation)is equalto one, while the conditional probability that they will enforce
the law (assuming it is not violated) is
zero. Similarstatementsconcerningconditionalprobabilitiescan also be madefor
the public. These statementsindicate the
fundamentalcriticism mentioned in the
previous section: that actors maximize
againsteach other and not againstnature,
so their acts are not independent.
In this gamebetweenthe police and the
public, no matter which combinationof
strategiesresults from the choices of the
two players, one of them will have the
incentive to modify the choice. In gametheoretic terms, the game presented in
Table 3 has no pure strategy(Nash) equilibrium since the two players have no
pure strategiesthat are optimalresponses
to each other. Therefore,the only equilibrium strategiesthat exist in this game are
mixed strategiesthat are probabilitydistributionsover the set of pure strategies
(Ordeshook 1986, chap. 3). In other
words, eachplayerwill use a combination
of the pure strategiesso that when both
apply a specificpair of strategies,neither
will have an incentiveto deviate from his
or her mixture.Eachplayer'sstrategywill
be the optimal response to the other
player, therefore,both playerswill retain
these (equilibrium)strategies.
In termsof probabilities,the fundamental differencebetween the decision-theoretic and the game-theoreticapproachis
that probabilities are not given exoge81

Table 3. Payoffs in the
Police-PublicGame
Decision

Enforce

Not enforce

Speed
Not speed

a1 a2
c1 c2

b1 b2
d1 d2

Note: Eachplayerhas two strategies.Payoffsof the
public:c1 > a1 and b1 > d1. Payoffs of the police:
a2 > b2 and d2 > C2.

nously (as in the example of rain), but
come as the derivativeof rationalcalculations on the part of the actors: acts are
interdependentand therefore the conditional probabilitiesof acts are different
from the marginalprobabilities.
In orderto computeequilibriumstrategies we must (1) assign a probabilityp to
the public that chooses to violate the law
(and 1 -p to those who abide by it) and a
probability q to the police who enforce
the law (and 1 - q to those who do not
enforceit) and (2) find a pair (p*, q*) of p
and q with the quality that the best
answerfor the public(providedthe police
follow the mixed strategy, specified by
q *) is to mix its pure strategiesusing p*
as weights; while the best
and 1 -p*
answerfor the police (providedthe public
follows the mixed strategy, specified by
p*) is to mix theirpure strategiesusingq *
and 1 - q * as weights. The calculationof
p* and q* gives (Luceand Raiffa1957)
p* = (d2-c,)/(a2-b2+
d2c-?)
=
+
d~l(b
cl - a
q*
(b,
d,

(1)
(2)

We can verify that the specifiedprobabilities p* and q * are in the (0,1) open
interval and are thereforeacceptableas
solutions because of assumptions 1'-4'.
Moreover, since the game has no pure
strategy equilibria, the mixed strategies
specified by the probabilitiesp* and q*
are the unique equilibrium strategies of

the game.
This last propositionis very important.
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It mustbe singledout and statedformally.
Under assumptions1'-4' the
only equilibriumin the police-public
game is in mixed strategiesas specified
by equations1 and 2.
This specification of the problem enables us to study the impact of different
policy measureson crime. For example,
what happens if the legislatorinfluenced
by the argumentsof economic analysis
increasesthe penaltyfor a crime?The size
of the penalty is representedin the model
by the payoff a,, which the publicreceive
when they violate the law and the police
enforce it. Examinationof equations 1
and 2 indicates the following important
and counterintuitiveoutcomes.
1.
THEOREM

An increase in the penalty
leaves the frequencyof violation of the
law at equilibrium(p*) unchanged.

2.
THEOREM

3. An increase in the penalty
THEOREM
decreasesthe frequencythat the police
enforcethe law at equilibrium(q*).
The proof of these two theorems is
straightforward:inspectionof equation 1
indicatesthat p* does not depend on al,
while equation 2 indicates a monotonic
relationshipbetween a, and q*. What is
needed, however, is to stress the reason
for the resultingdiscrepancybetweenconventionalwisdom and decisiontheory on
the one hand and game theory on the
other: in game theory both playersmaximize simultaneouslywhile playingagainst
each other. Neitherof themcan be assimilated to a probability distribution over
statesof the world. Whileit is very plausible that when penaltiesincrease,the public (in the shortrun)will reduceviolations
of the law, it is also plausiblethat once the
police realize this change in criminal
behaviorthey will modify theirown strategy; that is, they will try to reducethe frequency of law enforcement. The public
will then modify again, and then again,
and the new equilibriumwill be the one
82

describedby equations 1 and 2 in which
the increasein the penalty has no impact
on criminalbehavior.
Other policy prescriptions stemming
from a sociologicalapproachto the problem of crime suggest the developmentof
welfarepolicies so that crimewill cease to
be an attractive career (Tittle 1983). In
terms of the game-theoreticmodel, such
policies would representan increaseof cl
or d1 or both-the payoffs for not violating the law whether the police enforce it
or not. Note that the logic of these policy
prescriptionsis very similarto the logic of
the economic approach to crime: they
reward virtuous behavior instead of
punishingdeviance. In both cases, however, the expectedutility of crimerelative
to compliancewith the law is expectedto
decrease.
Examinationof equations1 and 2 indicate the following consequences of increasingwelfarepolicies:
An increaseof either c1 or d1
(welfare measures), leaves the frequency of violation of the law at equilibrium(p*) unchanged.

THEOREM
4.

An increaseof either c1 or d1
(welfare measures) decreases the frequency that the police will enforcethe
law at equilibrium(q*). 3
The intuition behind these theorems
concerningthe sociological approach to
crime is exactly the same as before:
although in the short run such measures
will have the desiredimpact,this will lead
the police to modify theirstrategyand enforce the law less frequently.The public,
in turn, will increasethe frequencywith
which they violate the law. Thus, the
process will finally equilibrate at the
strategiesdescribedby equations1 and 2.
The conclusions of the game-theoretic
analysis reported in theorems 1-5 are
strongly counterintuitive.It is therefore
only reasonable to question the logical
and empiricalfoundationsof the validity
5.
THEOREM
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of the game-theoreticapproach. I will
begin with the logical evidence.Thereare
severalspecificationsthat lead to the outcome of equations1 and 2.
Rational players with complete informa-

tion. The equilibriumof the public-police
game is unique. Therefore, it can be
shown to have all the desirable gametheoretic properties of stability. In particular, this Nash equilibrium can be
shown to be perfect(Selten1975), proper
(Myerson 1978), sequential (Kreps and
Wilson 1982), and stable (Kohlbergand
Mertens1986)(see Tsebelis1987a).Therefore, there is good reason to believe that
rationalactorswill choose the equilibrium
strategiesdescribedby equations1 and 2.
Rational players with incomplete infor-

mation. Suppose now that both players
are rational but that each one of them
knows only his or her own payoffs and
does not know the payoffs of the opponent. If each player knows that there is a
random element in the opponent's payoffs, the frequencywith which this player
will choose each one of the purestrategies
tends to the equilibrium described by
equations1 and 2 as uncertaintytends to
zero.4 A natural interpretationof this
approachwould be that differentpolice
agentswith differentpayoffs interactwith
differentmembersof the public with different payoffs and that the frequencyof
choice of differentstrategiestends to the
outcome describedby equations 1 and 2
as these differencestend to zero.
Evolutionary approach. The same equi-

librium can be supported under much
weakerassumptionsof adaptivebehavior
by both players throughan evolutionary
approach (Tsebelis 1987a). In this case
individual actors are supposed to fulfill
not the extraordinary requirements of
rational choice theory but those of
myopic adaptive behavior, leading them
to choose at any time the strategy that
83

pays better. So if the interactionof the
public with the police is modeled along
the time dimension, if after each time
period each member of the public compares the results of abidingwith the law
with violating it and selects the most
profitablebehavior and if the police do
the same (comparewhetherit is betterfor
themto enforceor not to enforcethe law),
the equilibriumof this game is given by
equations1 and 2.
Mixed approach. It can be shown also
that in the more realistic situation in
which one of the players is fully rational
(the police in this case, since it has a central organizationand discipline)while the
other is myopic (the unorganizedpublic),
the same strategies prevail at equilibrium.5 The reason is that if the police
choose any frequencyq higher than q*,
the public will stop violating the law
altogether, and the police will want to
reducethe frequencyof law enforcement.
And if the police choose any frequency
lower than q*, the public will violate the
law always, which will make the police
increase q. So any frequency different
from q * cannot be an equilibrium.The
relevant technicalconcept in this case is
the Stackelberg equilibrium. But the
Stackelbergequilibriumhas a wider use:
it is applicable when the two players
move sequentiallyinstead of simultaneously. So equations 1 and 2 indicate the
equilibriumstrategies of the opponents
even in the case of a sequentialgame. A
sequenceof moves is not the naturalinterpretationof the police-publicgame, but it
is the most appropriate assumption in
other similar games, such as economic
sanctions between nations, where the
target country moves first and decides
whether to violate some rule, norm, or
economic interestof the sender country,
and the latterdecideswhetherto or not to
punish. In such sequential games, the
equilibriumis describedby equations 1
and 2.
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The last two specificationsindicatethat
the assumptionthat the publicis a unified
rationalactor capableof strategicbehavior is not requiredto supportthe equilibrium of equations1 and 2. Indeed,in the
last two cases, the public-or more precisely each member of the public-is
assumed to maximize its own payoffs
without any strategicconsiderations.The
fact that the game leads to the same outcome with such diverse specificationsas
perfect rationality, adaptive behavior,
and complete or incompleteinformation
is an indication of the robustnessof the
equilibrium(equations1 and 2).
The empiricalevidence concerningthe
absence of impact of penalty on crime is
indirect.Although there is an abundance
of empirical studies on crime and the
impact of the frequencyof law enforcement has been established,the impact of
the size of the penalty has not.6 Some
empiricalstudies find a negative correlation between frequencyof crime and size
of penaltywhile othersfind a positive correlation. The explanation for the latter
may be that when the frequencyof crime
increases, the legal system is likely to
become more strict. Nagin, reviewingthe
empiricalliteratureon the deterrenteffect
of penalties on crime for the National
Academy of Sciences, concludes, "Yet,
despitethe intensityof the researcheffort,
the empiricalevidenceis still not sufficient
for providing a rigorous confirmationof
the existenceof a deterrenteffect. Perhaps
more important,the evidenceis woefully
inadequatefor providinga good estimate
of the magnitudeof whatevereffectexists.
. . . Any unequivocalpolicy conclusionis
simply not supportedby valid evidence"
(1978, 135-36). This empirically based
statement is quite similar to theorem 2,
which was derived from the game-theoreticapproach.So the absenceof clear-cut
evidencein favor of this particularaspect
of the economic theory of crime is an
indirectempiricalindicatorof the validity
of the game-theoreticapproach.
84

The logical and empiricalevidence in
favor of the game-theoretic approach
indicatesthat both dominantapproaches
to crimeprevention-the sociologicaland
the economic-are partial and short-run
in nature. They are both based on the
assumptionthat modifying the incentive
structureof a rational agent (modifying
the payoffs) will affect that agent's behavior. Reasonableand plausible as this
assumptionmay seem, it was shown not
to withstandgame-theoreticscrutiny.
To recapitulate,I consideredthe problem of trafficlaw violationsnot as a problem in decision theory but as a game
between the police and the public. The
superiorityof the second approach over
the first arosefrom the fact that the probability of law enforcementwas not given
exogenously (as in the rain example)but
derivedas a conclusionfrom the rationality assumption and from the payoffs of
the players.Modifyingthe penaltyhad no
impacton the frequencyof criminalactivity, as is commonlyassumed.Instead,the
frequencyof law enforcementis affected.
How frequently can common sense
conclusionsand widely held beliefs-such
as the deterrent effect of penalties-be
shown false underclosergame-theoretical
scrutiny?How common is the Robinson
Crusoe fallacy? I argue that such situations are very frequent.

The Abuse of Probability
and Decision Theory
Do the counterintuitiveresults of the
previous section requireunusuallystrong
or unrealisticassumptions?Are they an
artifactof the 2 X2 game?
I have already demonstratedthat the
equilibrium solution holds even if we
relaxthe requirementof strongrationality
and replaceit with one-sidedrationality,
mutualmyopicbehavior,or conditionsof
incomplete information. However, the
absenceof an impact of penalty on crime
may be due to the restricted strategy
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spaces of the two players. What happens egy equilibriumin the 2 X2 game is very
unlikely.
if each player has more than two
Nonetheless, it is possible that the
strategies?
Letus considermore seriouscrimesand (n + 1) X (n + 1) game has several pure
assumethat the criminalshave the option strategy equilibria, which are combinato commit more than one crime and that tions of mutually optimal strategies. In
the police have the option of dividing this case, we would observethe criminals
their law enforcement activities among and the police coordinatingtheiractivities
in orderto achieve one of two things: (1)
the differentcrime activities. Constructa
when the criminalsviolate one particular
payoff matrix for this game similar to
law, the police are always thereto enforce
Table 3, in which each player has n + 1
options: the criminals have n different it, or (2) the police are never therewhen a
crimesand obedienceto the law (which I crimeis committed.Again, the arguments
will call the criminals'zero option); and of the secondsectionindicatethe unlikelithe police have enforcementof the law for hood of such a situation.
Thus, the only remainingcase is that
each one of these crimesand no enforcement (which I will call the police's zero the (n + 1) X (n + 1) game has no pure
option). This situation is more realistic strategyequilibria.Two theoremscan be
demonstratedin this case.
than the simple2 X2 originalgame. Note
that each playernow can choose not only
6. If a two-player game has no
in a binary way (zero option or not) but THEOREM
pure
strategy
equilibria,it has a unique
has a choice between different ways of
mixed strategyequilibrium.
spendingtime as well as all the combinations among them (mixed strategies).
7. In a two-playergame with no
THEOREM
Studying such a game will provide
pure strategy equilibria, modification
information about the consequences of
of the payoffs of one player will lead
modifying the penalty of one type of
that player either to change the pure
criminal activity. However, I will not
strategiesthat he or she mixed or to
constructand solve such a game. Instead,
leave the mixed equilibriumstrategy
I will indicate the reasons why such a
unchangedand modify the equilibrium
modification of one or all the penalties
strategyof the opponent.
has, in this general case, consequences
similarto those of the 2 X2 case. Such a
The existence of such an equilibrium
modificationhas no impact upon the be- has been proven by Nash (1951). The
havior of the criminals,but it influences uniquenessand theorem7 follow from the
the behavior of the police.
methodin which this mixedstrategyequiTo calculatethe Nash equilibriaof this librium is computed. Each player must
game one has to verify whether pure choose a strategy mixure that will make
strategyequilibriaexist. If the game has a the opponent indifferentas to his or her
purestrategyequilibrium,the playerswill own strategies.Therefore,eachplayerhas
choose theirpureequilibriumstrategies.It to choose the probabilitiesof his or her
is unlikely that this (n + 1) X (n + 1) own mixedstrategyin sucha way that the
two-person game has one pure strategy expected utilities of the other player's
equilibrium,becausein this case this equi- strategieswill be equal. Thesecalculations
librium would still be an equilibriumin lead to a linearsystemof n equationswith
the 2X2 game in which the available n unknowns (the probabilitiesthat each
options for each player would be the par- playerwill make use of the differentstratticularcrime and the zero option. I have egies) in which the coefficients are the
demonstrated,however, that a pure strat- payoffs of the other player. This remark
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proves theorem 7, while the uniqueness
outcome of theorem 6 follows from the
linearityof the system.
Now that the mathematicalrobustness
of the outcome has been established, I
focus on another, more interestingquestion. What is the frequencyof gameslike
the general (n + 1) X (n + 1) game I have

just described?I will demonstrate that
cases of the Robinson Crusoe fallacythat is, situationsin whichdecisiontheory
is (mis)usedin the place of game theory
and leads to incorrectresults-are very
frequent,by providingsome examplesof
such situations.Finally,I will give a set of
sufficientconditionsfor such a misuse to
occur.
Consider the case of regulated industries. Their situation is similar to the
publicof our 2 X 2 gamewhile the regulating agency plays the role of the police in
our 2 X2 game. Industriespreferto abide
by the law if they are going to be investigated and prefer to violate it when they
know they will not be caught.7 Agencies
prefer to enforce the law when it is violated and to relax when industriesconform to regulations.Again, most of the
time thereis no purestrategyequilibrium.
Therefore,the uniqueexistingequilibrium
is in mixed strategieswith the properties
we have discussed: changes in fines or
penalties do not affect the behavior of
firms at equilibrium. This result is in
sharp contrast with the economic literature on regulation.8
Considerthe problem of international
economic sanctions and the big dispute
concerning their effectiveness. There
seems to be a consensusamong scholars
that sanctions do not work.9 Despite
scholarlyopinion, economicsanctionsare
applied with increased frequency over
time.10If economic sanctionswork, why
do scholars suggest they do not? And if
they are not effective, why do policymakers insist upon imposing them? The
puzzle can be solved in termsof our simple model. There are two possible cases:
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either the penalty imposes on the target
countrycosts more seriousthan the benefits of deviantbehavior, or it does not. In
the first case, there is no pure strategy
Nash equilibrium,and the model developed in the second part applies, making
the behavior of the target country independentof the size of the penalty. In the
second case, thereis a pure strategyNash
equilibrium,and deviantbehaviorshould
be observed all the time and no penalty
imposed."c
Considerproblemsof hierarchies.Can
the higher level be sure that lower levels
will conform to given instructions?
Should it increase rewards for observation of the internalrules of the organization? Shouldit punishdeviantcases in an
exemplaryway? Should it increasemonitoring frequency?In other words, which
policy works better-the carrot or the
stick-and how often should it be applied? Again, if the payoffs of the two
players are such that there is no pure
strategyNash equilibrium,the size of the
rewards or the penalties will have no
impacton the behaviorof subordinatesat
equilibrium. However, higher rewards
and penalties will reduce the required
monitoring frequency. Therefore, if the
higherlevel of hierarchiescan design the
rules of the game (rewardsand punishments), they will try to increaseboth not
in order to reduce deviant behavior but
to reduce the required monitoring frequency. The question of endogenous
changes of the rules can be dealt with in
terms of a two-stage game: in the first
stage the higher level sets the rules (the
payoffs), and in the second stage the
actual game is played with simultaneous
moves by higher-and lower-levelagents.
Given that the equilibriumin the second
stage can be calculatedexactly as in the
game between the police and the public,
one can work the solution of the game
backwards, substitute the equilibrium
payoffs for the actual games, and then
choose betweendifferentgamesaccording
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to some utility function.Forexample,the
higherlevels of a hierarchymay want to
consider a trade-off between monitoring
frequencyand levels of anxietygenerated
by high penalties. The higher levels of a
hierarchyare thus able to maximizetheir
utility no matterwhat the specific utility
functionis and what trade-offsthe utility
functionestablishes.
Finally,considerthe problemof legislative oversight. It has been argued that
Congressprefersthe "firealarm"system,
where citizens or groups monitor the
executive branch, as opposed to the
"police patrol" system, which requires
more active monitoring,because the formersystemis morecost-efficient(McCubbins and Schwartz1984). However, empirical findings indicate that fire alarms
do not constitutethe majorityof cases of
legislative oversight (Aberbach 1987).
The police-publicgame can help investigate this discrepancy.Indeed, the model
can includethreedifferentstrategiesof the
law enforcingagency: fire alarms, police
patrols, and no action. Explicituse of the
relevant payoffs will indicate whether
there is a pure strategy equilibrium,as
McCubbins and Schwartz claim, or
whetherthereis a mixed strategyequilibrium, as Aberbach's empirical findings
seem to indicate. Evenfurther,the model
will help discriminatebetween the necessary and sufficient conditions for each
case.
All the above exampleshave to do with
questions of authority. What is the appropriate strategy to induce citizens,
firms, countries, subordinates,bureaucracies, and so on to conform to a set of
rules?The resultsare quite differentfrom
the conventionalwisdom. Conformityto
the rules cannot be achieved (at equilibrium)eitherby the carrotor by the stick.
The impact of such measureswill be the
reduction of monitoring frequencies. If
the frequencyof deviant behavior is the
target, the payoffs to be modified are
those of the monitoringagency.
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What explains these discrepanciesbetween widely held beliefs and closer
game-theoreticscrutiny?At the heart of
the matterlies the conceptof probability.
The very concept of probability in the
social sciencesinvolves the mixtureof two
completely different concepts, which I
will call partition frequenciesand mixed
strategies.
Partitionfrequenciesrefersto some unknown or unknowabledesirableelement
of informationthat enables the decision
maker(or the player)to make the correct
choice in a particular situation. Therefore, this informationis a publicgood. An
actorwho is willing to provideit will provide substantialbenefitsnot only to himor herselfbut to all other actors involved
in the same or a similarsituation. Mixed
strategies,on the contrary,are probabilities generatedby rationalplayersin order
to disseminate information about the
choice of their strategies. In fact, the
opponent who acquires information
about the choice of strategiesof a player
will have a decisive advantageover this
player. Therefore, information about
mixed strategies is a private good that
cannot be acquired from the opponent.
The concept of -a mixed strategy Nash
equilibrium is designed to prevent the
opponent from acquiring information
that would put him or her in a strategically advantageousposition. Thus, the second use of the word probabilityis exactly
the opposite of the first.
The distinction between partition frequenciesand mixed strategiesis meaningful only in the social sciences.The Robinson Crusoe fallacy is the substitutionof
partitionfrequenciesfor mixed strategies,
and this is the culprit causing the confusion and wrong conclusions in all the
previousexamples.
Consider the meaning of the word
probabilityin various kinds of explanations of social phenomena. Elster(1983)
claims that there are three possible types
of explanation in the social sciences:
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causal, functional, and intentional. He egy equilibria(thathave one, mixedstrategy equilibrium)(Nash 1951).
immediatelyproceedsone step furtherby
In dominancesolvablegames, each one
questioning the validity of functional
explanationsin the social sciences.' Re- of the players can eliminate his or her
gardless of their validity, functional ex- dominated strategies; when all players
planationshave been shown to be short- successivelyfollow this procedureseveral
hand expressions for causal arguments times, if necessary, there remains only
one acceptable strategy for each player
(Hempel 1965, chap. 11). Therefore,we
are left with two different generic ex- (Moulin1981). Similarly,if assumingperplanations: causal and intentional. The fectly rationalplayers (more precisely, if
differenceis that causal explanationsex- perfectrationalityis commonknowledge)
plain phenomenaby some set of antece- in gameswith a uniquepurestrategyequident conditions, while intentional ex- librium,one expectsplayersto choose the
planationsmake use of consequencesand strategiesthat correspondto this unique
equilibriumbecausethey know that these
consciousdecisionmakers(or players).
I will focus on intentional explana- are the only mutuallyoptimalresponses.13
In such games the outcome is as predicttions because they are the only kind of
explanations in which the distinction able as the apple falling on Newton's
between partition frequenciesand mixed head. If a mixture of outcomes is obstrategies is meaningful. Intentional ex- served, the logical inferenceto be made is
planations are divided into decision- that there is a mixtureof games.14Probtheoreticand game-theoreticspecies. The abilities in such cases are partition frequencies.
differencebetweenthese two categoriesis
The case of multipleequilibriais more
that decision theory situations use what
complicated because a unique set of
Elster calls "parametric rationality,"
meaningthat the decision maker can an- mutuallyoptimalstrategiesdoes not exist.
ticipate (exactly in decision theory under Here, the players face a coordination
certainty, probabilistically in decision problem: each one may have different
theory under risk) the situation that will preferencesabout which is the most desirable equilibrium.However, each prefers
pertain. In game theory, however, all
players respond to each others' moves to choose the appropriate equilibrium
optimally, adapting to a changing situa- strategy, as all the othersdo. As a result,
there is created an incentive for all of
tion in which the changes are caused in
them to sort the differentkinds of equilibpart by the players'own moves.
In decisiontheory, if one of the param- ria by using, for example, a common sigetersof the situationchanges,this change nal. If such a signal exists, it will be used
may create a different choice situation and the situationwill be simplifiedinto a
and thereforea differentoutcome. Thus, decision problem of the previous catethe probabilitiesof differentchoices cor- gory. The presenceof the signalwill indirespond to the probabilitiesof different cate the choice of a specific set of stratechoice situations. Probabilities in deci- gies and the frequencyof the signal will
sion-theoretic situations are, therefore, indicate the probability of choice of the
particularequilibrium.I do not know of
partitionfrequencies.
I will subdivide game-theoreticprob- any account of such games in which the
lems into threedifferentclasses:(1) domi- choice of equilibriais made endogenousnance solvable games and games with ly, without the use of some external
signal.
unique, pure strategy equilibria, (2)
In the case of no pure strategyequilibgames with multiple, pure strategy equilibria, and (3) games without pure strat- rium, each player has a unique mixed
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Table 4. DifferentProblemsand the RelevantConcept of Probability
Natureof Explanation

Sourceof Probabilities

Kind of Probabilities

Causal
Intentional
Decisions
Gameswith more than one equilibrium

mixtureof causes

partitionfrequencies

mixtureof situations
differentstrategy
combinations
mixtureof games
mixed strategies

partitionfrequencies
partitionfrequencies

Gameswith one pure strategyequilibrium
Gameswith one mixed strategyequilibrium

equilibrium strategy (a probability distribution over his or her pure strategies)
that is the optimal responseto the mixed
strategy choices of the others. Deviation
from these strategies will provoke an
infinite cycle of deviationsin which each
player either will be punished and made
worse off or find an opportunityto deviate further.Therefore,each playerhas an
incentiveto preventthe opponents) from
guessing how that player will choose.
This can be achievedby randomizingthe
strategies.In the absence of a pure strategy equilibrium, therefore, each player
will want to hide his or her choice. Probabilitiesin this case expressan elementof
strategicchoice, not an "objective"situation that would have been a means of
exploitationof some playersby others.
Table 4 summarizes the argument.
Causal explanationshave been included
for reasons of completeness. Without
entering into the important epistemological debate between deterministsand
indeterminists,'5it can be said that whenever the conceptof probabilisticoutcomes
occurs in causal explanations,it refersto
the mixtureof differentcauses and therefore expressespartitionfrequencies.
To summarize,there are two different
ways the word probabilitycan be used. I
have called them partition frequencies
and mixed strategies.Mixed strategiesdo
not occur in causal arguments, in decision-theoreticsituations,or even in games
with pure strategyequilibria.They occur
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partitionfrequencies
mixedstrategies

only in games with mixed strategy equilibria so that a player will not be outguessed and bested by the opponent. I
have provided several examples of such
cases and think that they can be multiplied: any situationin which inside information is valuable and "intelligence"is
used to collectit is primafacie a candidate
to be modeled as a game without a pure
strategy equilibriumin which probabilities are in fact mixed strategiesand not
partitionfrequencies.
Wheneversuch a substitutionof partition frequencies for mixed strategies
occurs, we are led to wrong beliefs. We
expect a change in the payoffs of one
playerto influencethat player'sbehavior,
when in reality such a modificationgets
completely absorbed by a change in the
strategyof the opponent.
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1. The "surething"principleformallystatesthat
if two actsaresuchthatthe firstis preferredover the
second,given a stateof theworld,but have the same
consequencesotherwise,the first is unconditionally
preferredover the second.This axiomdoes not hold
if the states of the world are dependenton the acts
chosen.
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2. The reader may object that these statements
assume both the public and the police to be unified
actors. In this case it is true that what the police does
depends on the action of the public. However-the
argument may go-the behavior of the police does
not depend on the actions of any individual member
of the public. For the time being assume the public as
a unified actor. I will address this objection in more
detail when I present alternative specifications of the
model leading to the same outcome.
3. It is easy to verify that the first derivatives of
equation 2 with respect to d1 and c1 are negative. A
more intuitive way to verify theorem 5 is to observe
that a decrease in the numerator and the denominator of a fraction by the same amount decreases the
fraction.
4. For a model with incomplete information and
the proof of this proposition, see Tsebelis 1987c. For
the general proof that a mixed strategy equilibrium
can be supported by incomplete information
assumptions, see Harsanyi 1973.
5. See Tsebelis 1987a. I am grateful to Michael
Wallerstein for indicating this to me.
6. See Tsebelis 1987a for references to the empirical literature.
7. This is not the only possible assumption. One
can assume, alternatively, that they will violate the
law anyway, taking their chances in the subsequent
litigation process. In this case a pure strategy equilibrium exists (violate for the industry and presumably enforce for the agency).
8. See Tsebeis 1987b for an extended development of the regulation game, as well as for a review
of the economic literature.
9. See the review by Olson (1979).
10. See the exhaustive empirical study by Hufbauer and Schott (1985).
11. See the exhaustive empirical study by Hufbauer and Schott (1985).
12. See also Elster 1985. For a different opinion,
see Stinchcombe 1968.
13. The same argument applies if there are multiple (Nash) equilibria all but one of which can be
eliminated as unstable. In this case some refinement
of the Nash equilibrium concept like perfect (Selten
1975), proper (Myerson 1978), or sequential (Kreps
and Wilson 1982), can help eliminate "unreasonable" equilibria. For a full account see Damme 1983.
14. Or, of course, it might be that the assumption
of common knowledge of rationality is wrong. In
this case, the game can be modeled as a game of incomplete information (Kreps and Wilson 1982) or
imperfect information (Trockel 1986). These cases
do not present a unique equilibrium and therefore
belong to the next category.
15. For a deterministic view of causality, see
Bunge 1979. For an indeterministic view, see Popper
1965.
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